Safe Pick® Sharps Pouch
Code: HA1887FLP

For your own safety read these instructions fully
All Safe Pick Pouch items can be ordered as replacements—please request our Safe Pick Spares Order Form from Head Office.

Pair of Disposable
Nitrile Gloves

Qty

Description
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These Nitrile gloves surpass water retention and viral penetration tests, hence they
help protect against penetration of viruses to the skin. They do not trigger Latex
allergies, are comfortable to wear and easy to remove without self-contamination,
following the removal procedure below.
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Groves at the forcep ends help to pick up a needle (even with a syringe attached)
and a ratchet between the handles locks the forceps round an object until the time
of releasing the needle into the isolation cylinder. The steel forceps give more grip to
extract needles. Take care not to release accidentally as this may cause the needle
to fly out. The forceps are ideal for instances where it is not practical to use the Safe
Pick Litterpicker.
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The essential in safety equipment, the folding Safe Pick Litterpicker allows a safe
working distance between the user and needle/syringe. The user must ensure the
needle/syringe is secured firmly between Litterpicker jaws whilst it is being transferred to the Needle Isolation Cylinder.
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Wherever practical, lie the Cylinder on the ground adjacent to the needle/syringe.
DO NOT HOLD THE CYLINDER WHILST TRANSFERING THE NEEDLE INTO IT. The lid
can be pushed close to prevent the needle falling out, and if you push the lid hard
closed it will lock. Only do this when you are ready to dispose of the cylinder and
contents; this must be done via a Licensed Clinical Waste disposal company. Always
treat an occupied, a full or partially full cylinder as Clinical Waste.
NB a Sharps Disposal Container 0.6ltr is also available on request.
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Essential for the thorough cleaning and disinfection of hands and equipment (e.g.
Litterpicker) and the contaminated area.
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Essential for the thorough cleaning and disinfection of hands and equipment (e.g.
Litterpicker) and the contaminated area.
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For the safe containment of items for disposal.

Code: HX01890

Pair of Stainless
Steel Forceps
Code: HX01920

Safe Pick
Litterpicker
Code: HX01880

Needle Isolation
Cylinder 0.1ltr
Code: HX01900

Disinfectant Spray
Code: HX01905

Disinfectant Wipes
Code: HX01910

Bio Hazard Bag
Code: N/A

Instructions For Use
1.
First, put on a pair of the disposable Nitrile Gloves.
2.
Have the Isolation Cylinder open and ready (laying on the ground adjacent to the needle - if
practical).
3.
Use the Safe Pick Litterpicker or forceps to remove the needle from the area and release into the
isolation cylinder.
4.
Tightly close the lid and dispose of in a yellow clinical waste sack.
5.
Thoroughly clean and disinfect any re-usable equipment.
6.
Seal the yellow clinical waste sack and dispose of (or even transported within) an appropriately sized
sharps bin.
7.
Carefully remove the disposable gloves and also put them into the yellow clinical waste bag.
8.
Discard all waste into the yellow clinical waste sack with all packaging.
9.
Use the hand wipes to thoroughly cleanse your hands.
10. Seal the yellow clinical waste sack and dispose of (or even transported within) an appropriately sized
sharps bin.
11. As soon as possible, wash your hands in hot, soapy water.
Important Notes
Clinical waste must NEVER be disposed of in normal domestic or trade refuse.
These instructions are suggestions for use. Please ensure you comply with your
company Health & Safety regulations at all times.
Contact Details:
Postal: Bromyard Road, Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 1NS
Tel:01531 635678; Fax: 01531 635670
Email: sales@helpinghand.co.uk - www.litterpickersdirect.com

